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From a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author comes the exciting continuation of the
Mind Dimensions seriesGoing to Level 2 gives me unimaginable power. So naturally, now that
everyone I care about is in trouble, I can't do it anymore.The Elders can, but will they teach me, and
if so, at what price?Ultimately, it comes down to a choice. What am I willing to sacrifice for those I
love?
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The Elders by Dima Zales is the fourth book in the five book Mind Dimension series, and the action
is non-stop. At the end of the last book, The Enlightened, Darren has learned more about his real
family thatâ€™s been hidden from him for his entire life.He has found out who his birth parents were,
and how he came to be raised by his two moms. He has been to the the compound of The
Enlightened and met their leaders, some of whom had roles in his familyâ€™s past and his journey
of discovery. And he has traveled a long way down the path of finding the ultimate enemy, The
Super Pusher, who has been plotting against his family and loved ones all these years, and is

responsible for several of their deaths.At the beginning of this book, Darren and his family are
attending the funeral of a person close to them who has turned out to be the architect of years of
secrets and deceit. His two moms and friends are then kidnapped by the Enlightened in an attempt
to force Darren to give in to their plan for domination.From there, is in a mad race to find out the
agenda of the Elders, their society, and their history with the Enlightened. He has to depend on his
friends for aid, and extricate his friends when the plot turns against them. He may also have an
important place in the future of both of these communities.Darren is learning more about the society
of the Elders, and various powers that he might be able to perfect, such as teleporting out of the
Quiet to a specific location. Once again he works on being able to reach Level 2, the dimension that
he can enter by phasing into the Quiet when he is already in the Quiet. This ability holds the key to a
greater understanding of the society of the Mind Dimension.As this series barrels down to the final
act, Dima Zales has once again upped the tension and action level for Darren and his friends and
family. This book is a solid addition to the series, and should not be skipped.

This series is KILLING me!This is book 4 in the Mind Dimension series, if you are reading this book
first, you will not understand what is going on.I now know about the Enlightened and I was surprised
to see how their lives are all intertwined with the Elders. I really want to know more about a few of
the storylines that have been given to me. I love how authors give you bits and pieces to keep you
wanting for more. This story has done just that, I need more.Darren has become a driving force for
information. He is uncovering more and more about himself and his abilities. In the last book, he has
found a new state and ability to freeze time while in a dimension of frozen time. As I thought that
was super cool when I read it, I find his ability and lack of ability more intriguing in this story. I have a
need to know more about where he comes from and I am dying to know where it will go from here. I
can't wait for more in this series.

The author has kept this book fresh with lots of new information. Assuming you liked the other three
books in the series (and perhaps the prequel), you'll almost certainly like this one at least as much.

All in all I loved the concept of the series and this book was a good capper to the series. If you read
the first books, you have to make sure to read this one also. Everything gets tied together in an
interesting way. Since I read them all and am sorry that it ended I guess that would indicate my
rating for the book.The one con I can think of is that the author likes to go off on tangents, usually
right in the middle of the action. These tangents can take up pages of (IMO) boring dialogue and

thoughts and feelings. A lot of page skimming. I personally would have preferred that space and
number of words to be taken up with real world application of these powers, such as was in the first
book where Darren used his powers in a casino and again in his business.

The Elders is a great books that finally shows the side of the Elders story. This series is a great one,
Dima really knows how to write. The character development throughout all four books so far is just
exhilarating. I'm really fascinated by how the characters interact and how the story develops
between a few certain names ;)

This was an excellent book in the series, and it doesn't feel like its the last one the author will write
in the series. What I liked about it is that the author fleshes out the Guide community and also has
Darren learn more about his powers. At the same time, the author creates some good situations that
allow you to see the character tested. My one complaint is that there isn't enough of the character
Mira in the story. She's put into the background to the point that she may as well not be there in the
story. I look forward to the next book and highly recommend this one and the rest of the series.

Who to trust, who not to trust? Darren yet again is on the hunt of the puppet master -- the pusher
who had been controlling Kyle is still out there. Starting with Kyle's funeral all the way through to the
battle at the temple. Can Darren rescue his friends and bring peace between the guides and
readers? A risky maneuver puts it all on the line. How will Darren cope and come to terms with his
new situation after waking up in the hospital? Is Eugene's finding really true, only time will tell.
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